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ABSTRACT

The Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) on S_M has detected more
than 130 flares wlth emisslon >300 keV. More than 10 of these

flares were detected at photon energies >10 MeV (I). Although

the majority of the emisslon at 10 MeV must be from electron
bremsstrahlung, at least two of the flares have spectral

properties >40 MeV that require gamma rays from the decay of
neutral pions. We find that plon productlon can occur early in

the impulslve phase as deflned by hard X-rays near 100 keV. We
also find in one of these flares that a significant portion of
thls high-energy emlssion is produced well after the impulsive
phase. Thls extended production phase, most clearly observed at

high energies, may be a signature of the acceleratlon process
whlch produces solar energetlc partlcles (SEP's) in space.

I. Introduction. Gamma-ray production in solar flares at energies >10 MeV is
only expected from a few mechanisms. These are bremsstrahlung by primary
accelerated electrons, bremsstrahlung by positrons and electrons from the

decay of charged plons, and directly from the decay of neutral pions. Each
process has secondary characteristics other than it's spectrum at energies
>10 MeV. These include intense low-energy X-ray emlssion from any

contlnuous spectrum of prlmary electrons, emission of the 0.511MeV gamma-
ray line for charged plons, and the emlsslon of high-energy neutrons for

neutral plons. These secondary signatures can be used to conf_rm a spectral
interpretation and they can also be used to extract more information

eoncernlng the primary particle spectra at the Sun. In particular we note
that while the spectral shape of the picnic gamma rays does not depend
strongly on the details of the accelerated partlcle spectrum, it's intensity

is a strong indlcator of the nuclear reactlon rate which must produce both
neutrons and pions (2, 3). Hence, combined measurements of both pions and
neutrons will yleld information on both the dlrectivlty and spectra of the

very h_gh-energy accelerated ions.

2. The High-Ener_ Monitor on GRS. The high-energy monitor on the SMM GRS
_) consists of 2 separate sensors. The top or sunward sensor conslsts of
seven 7.6 cm X 7.6 cm NaI detectors and the bottom sensor consists of a

24 cm X 7.5 cm Csl back detector. Neutral events producing energy losses
between (10-100) MeV are recorded in 4 energy bands in each of the sensors
for three dlfferent cases. These are events whlch occur only in the NaI,

only in the CsI, and events whlch occur in both (called "mlxed" events). By
approprlately summing these energy-loss bands we can define a flve-channel
energy-loss spectrum. The nomlnal energy edges of these channels are

10,25,40,65,100 and 140 MeV. The effective area for both gamma rays and
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neutrons have been calculated by Cooper et al. (5). These calculations have
also shown that only gamma rays are effectlve in produclng "mlxed" events.
Hence, the ratio of the "mixed"to the NaI only and/or CsI only events is an
effectlve separator of neutrons and gamma rays. We note that events in the
(100-140) MeV band, which only uses "mlxed" events, requires gamma rays
with energies greater than 100 MeV.

3. Flare Observations. The hzgh-energy neutron observations from the flare
at 01:1_20 UT on 21 June 1980 have been presented earlier (6,7) and have

been reanalyzed with zmproved neutron efflc_encies in a companlon paper (8).
The baslc high-energy observatlons shows strong emlsslon >10 MeV in the 65 s
•mpuls_ve phase, followed by a low-intenszty excess lasting to the end of

the orblt (see Figure I; ref. 8). Figure I shows the photon spectrum
measured durlng the _mpulslve phase of this flare. The sol_d curves in thls

flgure are the best-flt photon spectrum, determined by comblnzng both power-
law and p.ion gamma-ray spectra. The power-law spectrum is (5.0+0.1)
(E/tO MeV) (2"7+0"I)photons MeV -I cm -2 and the integral of the neutral--pion

spectrum is 0.6 photons cm-2. The statlstlcal test used to determine these
values shows that wh_le the overall flt is better with the pion spectra, the

Improvement is not sufflclently large to requlre it. Hence, the above plon
flux must be consldered an upper llmlt. The only way to get a larger plon

flux would be to introduce a spectral break in the power law near 40 MeV.
Note however, that the data do requlre photons >100 MeV. In the extended

emisslon phase we flnd that nelther the spectral propertles nor the observed

ratlo of"mlxed" to CsI counts (8) is conslstent with gamma rays. We find

that only 13+6% of the observed counts in thls phase can be due to photons
with a resulting upper limlt neutral pion photon flux of
0.5+0.2 cm -2.

w

The time hlstory in several energy bands for the flare of 3 June 1982 is
shown In Figure 3 by Chupp et al. (8). Agaln the hlgh-energy observations

show strong emission _n a 65 s impulsive phase. However, in this event the
impulszve phase zs followed by a stronger extended emission phase. Figure

2 shows the photon spectrum observed during the 65 s impulslve phases.
Agaln, these data indicate an intense power-law continuum but _n th_s case
the data show a strong hardenlng at energies >40 MeV whlch is described by a

neutral plon photon spectrum with a integrated flux of 12 photons cm -_.

Figure 3 shows a 65 s spectrum from the beginning of the extended phase. As
can be seen all of the data _n thls interval can be fit w_th a combined

charged and neutral plon photon spectra. We have used these data to
experlmentally determlne the charged-to-neutral pion ratio and find it to be
3.1+0.2.

Finally, in Figure 4 we show a 65 s spectrum further into the extended
phase. In thls case an attempt was made to fit the data, under the
assumption that all the counts are due to photons. The data in Figure 4

show that a plon-photon spectrum is a good flt in the lowest and the highest
channel but the observations exceed the plon-photon model in the three

mlddle channels. Both the spectral shape and the tlme dependence of this

mld-energy excess is what is expected from the high energy neutrons which
must accompany any pion emlsslon. It is just thls process which allows us
to separate the gamma-ray and neutron components versus time wlthin the GRS
data. Chupp et al. (8) have used these separated data to study the high-
energy neutron productzon from thls flare.
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also shown that only gamma rays are effectlve in produclng "mlXed" events. 
Hence, the ratlo of the "mixed" to the NaI only and/or CsI only events is an 
effectlve separator of neutrons and gamma rays. We note that events ln the 
(100-140) MeV band, WhlCh only uses "mlxed" events, requires gamma rays 
wlth energies greater than 100 MeV. 

3. Flare Observations. The hlgh-energy neutron observations from the flare 
at 01:18:20 UT on 21 June 1980 have been presented earlier (6,7) and have 
been reanalyzed with lmproved neutron efflclencies in a companlon paper (8). 
The baS1C hlgh-energy observatlons shows strong emlSSlon >10 MeV in the 65 S 
lmpulslve phase, followed by a low-intenslty excess lasting to the end of 
the orblt (see Figure 1; ref. 8). Flgure 1 shows the photon spectrum 
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flgure are the best-flt photon spectrum, determined by comblnlng both power
law and p,ion gi3..mma-ray spectra. The power-law spectrum lS (5.0+0.1) 
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The time hlstory ln several energy bands for the flare of 3 June 1982 is 
shown ln Flgure 3 by Chupp et ale (8). Agaln the hlgh-energy observations 
show strong emlSSlon ln a 65 s lmpulsive phase. However, in this event the 
impulslve phase lS followed by a stronger extended emission phase. Figure 
2 shows the photon spectrum observed during the 65 s impulslve phases. 
Agaln, these data indicate an intense power-law continuum but ln thlS case 
the data show a strong hardenlng at energies >40 MeV WhlCh lS described by a 
neutral plon photon spectrum with a integrated flux of 12 photons cm-2• 
Figure 3 shows a 65 s spectrum from the beginning of the extended phase. As 
can be seen all of the data ln thlS interval can be fit wlth a combined 
charged and neutral plon photon spectra. We have used these data to 
experlmentally determlne the charged-to-neutral pion ratio and find it to be 
3.1.:t0 • 2 • 

Flnally, in Flgure 4 we show a 65 s spectrum further lnto the extended 
phase. In thlS case an attempt was made to fit the data, under the 
assumption that all the counts are due to photons. The data in Flgure 4 
show that a plon-photon spectrum is a good flt ln the lowest and the highest 
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As a conflrmation of the pion intensit_es deduced from gamma-ray
spectral shape arguments, we note that these intensltles are a predlctor of
the 0.511 MeV line flux from charged plons. As an example we use the
spectrum shown in Figure 3, whlch requlres an integrated neutral plon-photon

flux of 7.8+0.4 cm -2. With our observed charged-to-neutral plon ratio of
3.1+I, and a positlve-to-total charged plon ratlo of 0.70, our predlcted

0.5_I MeV flux, durln_ this interval, from charged plons is 0.12+0.02
[f(0.511)] photons cm- s-I. Here, f(0.511) is the 0.511-to-posltron r-atlo

(3). Share et al. (9) found that the total flux at this time 0.35+0.05

photons cm-2 s-I. Murphy et al. (3) found that only 0.15 photons cm-2 s-I

could be accounted for by the radloactive positron emltters produced mainly
in the impuls_ve phase. The d_fference between the measured value and

Murphy's values is 0.20 photons cm -2 s-I, whlch is in agreement wlth our
predlctlons for charged plons produced well after the Impulslve phase for a
f(0.511) = 1.6+0.2.

Our analysls shows a integrated flux of 45 cm-2 neutral plon photons
measured after 11:46:00 UT. When compared to the 12 cm -2 measured in the

impulsive phase, we find that >80% of the plon emlsslon was observed in the
extended phase.

4. Discussion. We have presented spectral evidence for plon production in 2

flares. During the impulsive phase thls emlsslon is always aceompanled by

intense prlmary electron bremsstrahlung. In the larger of these two flares,
3 June 1982, the pion productlon contlnued well after the impulslve phase.

The propertles of thls extended phase are dlstlnctly dlfferent from the
impulslve phase. Specifically, the extended phase seems to be ion enrlched
and spectrally hardened.

It is interesting to speculate that thls newly discovered phase is
associated wlth the acceleration process that generates SEP's in space.

Surprislngly, there is poor correlatlon between the nuclear gamma-ray
intensity and the slze of the well-connected SEP's (10). Thls argues against
a close link between impulslve phase acceleration and SEP acceleratlon.

McDonald et al. (11) have shown that the cosmlc-ray event associated wlth
the 3 June 1982 flare had an unusually hard spectrum. It is intriguing that

the spectrum assoclated wlth the extended gamma-ray phase Is also unusually
hard.
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Our analys~s shows a ~ntegrated flux of 45 cm-2 neutral p~on photons 
measured after 11:46:00 UT. When compared to the 12 cm-2 measured ~n the 
impulsive phase, we find that >80% of the p~on em~ss~on was observed ~n the 
extended phase. 

4. Discussion. We have presented spectral evidence for p~on production in 2 
flares. During the impulsive phase th~s em~ss~on ~s always accompan~ed by 
~ntense pr~mary electron bremsstrahlung. In the larger of these two flares, 
3 June 1982, the pion product~on cont~nued well after the impuls~ve phase. 
The propert~es of th~s extended phase are d~st~nctly d~fferent from the 
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and spectrally hardened. 

It ~s ~nteresting to speculate that th~s newly d~scovered phase ~s 
assoc~ated w~th the acceleration process that generates SEP's ~n space. 
Surpris~ngly, there ~s poor correlat~on between the nuclear gamma-ray 
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